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They might prefer texting to talking, 
but it turns out Gen-Z believes 

We talk often about the “why” behind our work. We’re passionate
about teaching discussion skills because we believe they define
humanity – that they’re critical for success in the classroom, the
cafeteria, or around the kitchen table. In our tech-centric world,
conversation has become hard and scary for kids, and we see the
long-term value in helping them gain the skills they need for in-
person discussions, both in and outside of school. 

As it turns out, the students who participate in R.E.A.L.
programming recognize this value, too.

®

As part of our process, we frequently survey students to gauge
how R.E.A.L.  affects them in class and beyond. One question we
ask is: “What is one way you think learning discussion skills will
help prepare you for the ’real world’”? 

As always, we’re blown away by the depth, honesty, and – often! –
humor of our students’ responses. Here’s what current R.E.A.L.
students think. 

®

®

in-person discussion really matters.
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“By helping us share our opinions

with others, even if they differ 

from the other people’s. 

It helps us get over that 

fear of being different.” 

– 8th grader

“I am riddled with anxiety, 

and this helps to create a safe 

space for me to get out of my 

comfort zone :D” 

– 10th grader

“I think it will help me with social anxiety.” – 7th grader

“It will help you start a conversation with
people, but it could also help when you
are scared to speak up in a big group of
people. With learning discussion skills

you might be more comfortable
speaking up in a larger group of people.” 

– 8th grader

“It will help me by saying my opinionand not feeling embarrassed if I do orsay something wrong.” 
– 8th grader

“Discussion skills will help me in my

adult life, because I need to know how to

properly communicate with someone

without feeling anxious or unheard.” 

-10th grader

“Discussion skills can help you
get over your fear of public

speaking or asking questions in
front of a ‘crowd’ and get out of
your comfort zone, and get over

the embarrassment or fear.” 
– 10th grader

Students believe learning 
discussion skills 
reduces their anxiety.
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“I think learning discussion skills will help prepare me for
the ‘real world’ by teaching me how to be able to civilly

and professionally discuss things with people who
disagree with what I’m saying, a skill that is definitely very

useful in the ‘real world,’ because not everyone will
always agree with an opinion that I have.” – 8th grader

“I think it prepares you byshowing that not everyone willalways have the same opinion asyou, but that is normal. It helpsyou to grow by having thoseconversations and opens youreyes to different perspectives.” 
– 10th grader

“In discussions you are free to 

say whatever you believe or observe,

but without attacking or bringing

down others for their opinions. In the

real world you will find that having

these skills will be helpful in a work

and home environment.” 

– 7th grader

“I think it is important to 
learn how to peacefully argue 

your point while still being 
kind towards other people.” 

– 7th grader

“Discussion skills help prepare you for real world conversation by beingable to go off other people’s ideas and disagree in a respectful manner. It could also better your ability to communicate your ideas with more clarity.” 
-10th grader

“Learning discussion skills will help me
in the future with possible future jobs
and relationships. In order to have a

mature conversation to get to an end
goal, it is important to be able to agree

or disagree respectfully.” 
– 9th grader

"Discussion has helped me 

learn I can disagree with

someone's idea without

disagreeing with their 

whole identity." 

- 9th grader

Students believe learning 
discussion skills helps them 
disagree respectfully.
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“I think that many real
world jobs and

occupations require an
application of discussion
and critical thinking. In a

collaborative work
environment, I think it is
imperative that people
challenge each other

and offer their
perspectives.” 

– 10th grader

“Because a lot of time spent in the real

world is working with other people, and 

if I can’t work with other people in the

classroom, then how can I expect to be

successful when working with other

people in the real world?” 

– 9th grader

“It will help in workplace 

environments when you have 

to discuss business plans, 

make decisions, or discuss a

company project.” 

– 10th grader

“I think discussion skills will help me
prepare for the real world because in

almost any job, you will need to be able
to talk and collaborate with other

people and come to a common ground.” 
– 9th grader

“If you want to try out 

for president, you would’ve

needed to discuss how and

what you’re gonna change 

as President.” 

– 6th grader

“It will help me prepare if I
have any presentations I

need to give for a job. It will
help me feel comfortable

talking to others, and finding
ways to support evidence.” – 10th grader

Students believe learning 
discussion skills will 

“I think learning how to articulate an idea to
a room full of people and have the skills to

listen to differing opinions with an open
mind will help prepare me for the real worldand any jobs I have.” 

– 9th grader

prepare them for the workplace.
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“I think that asking, learning and speaking

are key parts of society. Listening to each

other and asking questions is the key to a

good friendship and relationship.” 

-10th grader

“I think in all fields of work or even in

casual discussions with friends, it is

important to know how to have a

civilized, organized discussion based on

evidence. Without skills to stay

structured and provide evidence you

usually end up getting nowhere due to it

being opinion vs opinion discussions.” 

-10th grader

"Learning discussion skills candefinitely help out with learningsocial cues, which can help outwhen getting a job, workingwith others as a team, and evensocializing with friends."
 - 9th grader "I feel that discussions can help a person

stay grounded and not always rely on their
opinions...Talking to others could be a

slight mind refresh to keep you from only
listening to yourself and not others."

– 9th grader

“I think discussion skills arepart of other skills, sogrowing your discussionskills can help you in manyways outside of discussions.Examples of skills that canbe counted as discussionskills are asking questions,feeling confident in youranswers, communicatingwith classmates andworkmates, and the abilityto continue conversationsand retain focus whenothers are talking.” 
-10th grader

“When meeting new people, it can be
helpful to think of a question to ask

that is relevant to the discussion and
can help you know more about the
person you’re talking to and their

opinions.” 
-8th grader

“I would be able to have conversations with

people I don’t know, and I would be able to be

open and honest in those kinds of situations.” 

– 9th grader

Students believe learning discussion
skills improves friendships —

"R.E.A.L.  makes it so I can talk

to people in the real world

instead of just standing there

with my head down when

somebody is talking to me." 

- 6th grader

®

and is useful for everyday life!
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Students believe learning 
discussion skills increases their 

“It’ll help you if you have to speak

your mind about something –

especially for politicians.” 

– 8th grader

“It helps me know that my
opinion does matter, and it’s ok

if I don’t agree with other people
as long as I’m kind about it.” 

– 10th grader

“It will teach you to have a voice and
actually use it so you don’t get

walked over and talked over in life.” – 8th grader

“Learning discussion skills would

help in the real world when it comes

to jobs, challenges in society, and

college. Discussion skills can help

with confidence in what you would

like to put out there. It can help to

never be afraid to jump out for what

you might believe in.” 

– 10th grader

“So you can learn how to speak up for yourselfwhen it is just you.” 
– 9th grader

“Learning discussion
skills will lead to
having intelligent

conversations in the
real world, and it will

help you hear out
other people’s

opinions, and will also
lead to you having a

voice in real
discussions.” 
– 10th grader

6

confidence speaking up live.
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Reach out today to learn more
hello@REALdiscussion.org | realdiscussion.org

R.E.A.L.  partners with schools to teach, 
measure, and celebrate discussion skills. 

Our research-backed methods equip
teachers to target challenges today's

students face as they grow up and into 
a tech-centric, polarized world.

®

mailto:hello@REALdiscussion.org
http://www.realdiscussion.org/

